




 Due Diligence

Hey guys,

I've decided to put together an update regarding my Bank of America thesis (I called this shit in May). I realize that
there's a lot of new people on this sub so I thought it was worth sharing a recap as well as an update as it looks like we
are close to or at endgame. I have also come to the conclusion that Morgan Stanley may also be a bagholder in the
Gamestop saga. I want to stress that nothing is financial advice, and I have no idea when things will turn south. Again I'm
human and I do make mistakes, and if you have anything to support or refute my thesis please share so we can get this
right.

At the bottom of this page, I also included a collection of my other posts. All my digging is fair game as long as you
reference it properly (I'm looking at some of the trash YouTubers)

Hypothesis:

Morgan Stanley and Bank of America are both bagholders in the Gamestop Saga.

Bank Of America recap

What we already know:

1. BofA is the main Prime Broker for Citadel & 1 of 2 for Susquehanna and will be responsible for closing
said positions if they cannot close

Bank of America Quarterly Update. Morgan Stanley has entered the chat
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2. BofA has/had a significant Put position to potentially reset FTDs

3. No Bank or Hedgefund has/had more GME containing ETFs than BofA.

4. BofA's head of client equity solutions left to join Citadel after the Jan squeeze.

5. ~20% of BofA's locations have not reopened since last March

6. BofA issued a $15 billion dollar bond in April to raise cash

7. Several high-level executives have resigned or have planned to.

8. There is no new purchasing of BAC stock, only selling by their executives

9. In August BofA released a prospectus with the purpose to raise $123 Billion Dollars in liquid assets

10. The number of securities sold under agreement to repurchase greater than 90 days doubled from Q1 to Q2
and maintained its stance to Q3.

What is new?

1) Sudden meeting with the heads of Finance and Yellen.

Yesterday November 2nd it was reported that Janet is meeting with several heads of the financial world. The timing of
this is no coincidence. I can't help but think of the meeting where the heads of the banking world congregated prior to the
Global Financial Crisis. Full disclosure, the financial sector is in deep trouble from the Chinese asset bubble popping, but
given meme stocks, recent run-ups tied with this admission from Yellen to congress gives us a clue.

"There are issues relating to hedge funds and the possibility of leverage there that can trigger financial runs" -
Yellen Link

From Wall Street's Naked Swindle by Matt Taibbi regarding the GFC

On March 11th -around the same time that myster Nostradamus was betting $1.7 Million that Bear was about to
collapse - a curious thing happened that attracted virtually no notice on Wall Street. On that day, a meeting was held
at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York that was brokered by Fed Chief Ben Bernanke and then- NY Fed president
Timothy Geithner. The luncheon included virtually everyone who was anyone on Wall Street - except for Bear
Stearns.Bear, in fact, was the only major investment bank not represented at the meeting, whose list of particiants
reads like a Barzini-Tattaglia meeting of the Five Families. In attendence were Jamie Dimon from JPM Chase, Lloyd
Blankfein from Goldman Sachs, James Gorman from Morgan Stanley, Richard Fuld from Lehman Brothers, and John
Thain, the big spending office redecorator still heading the not yet fully destroyed Merril Lynch. Also present were old
Clinton hand Robert Rubin, who represented Citigroup, Stephen Schwarzman of the Blackstone Group, and several
hedge fund chiefs, including Ken Griffin of Citadel Investment Group.The meeting was never annouced publicly. In
fact, it was discovered only by accident, when a reported from Bloomberg filed a request under the Freedom of
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Information Act and came across a mention of it in Bernanke's schedule.

2) The new 10-Q quarterly report for BofA just came out

BofA's short position has not changed since their last 10-Q report. Like some of us, they have elected to hold

Updated Balance Sheet

BofA's Trading account liabilities has increased by 57% since Dec 31st, 2020
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Increased loans to Asset Managers

In the last quarter, the increase in loans to Asset managers and funds increased by 7%, and it is up 32% so far this year.
Those who don't know the largest borrower of credit from Bank of America are asset managers. Although I haven't been
able to find a concrete source ex-hedge fund manager Marc Cohodes has stated that Bank of American's biggest
customer is Citadel Securities. Link here (timestamp: 32:55). Months ago I found in Citadel's 2020 Annual report that
most of the options clearing and financing activities are with BofA.
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Caption from Citadel's Annual Report (first posted in my DD "Bank of America and the Citadel connection" in May)

3) What do you do when things are looking bad....?

You buy insurance.

Currently, Bank of America has increased its position in Credit default swaps. They now are adding more protection in
case of defaults than they are currently selling. You don't increase your positions in credit default swap for no reason.
BofA wants insurance for when shit hits the fan.
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4) Bank of America issued more bonds last month

https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/bofa-joins-morgan-stanley-with-post-earnings-bond-sale-1.1666833

(Bloomberg) -- Bank of America Corp. is tapping the U.S. investment-grade bond market Friday with a self-led deal, 
joining Morgan Stanley in issuing new debt following a better-than-expected earnings report. 

The bank is selling 11-year fixed-to-floating-rate notes with initial price discussions in the area of 1.15 percentage points 
above Treasuries, according to a person familiar with the matter. The proceeds are earmarked for general corporate 
purposes. 

BofA on Thursday beat analysts’ estimates as fees climbed at the company’s dealmaking unit, boosted by a record-
breaking period for mergers and acquisitions. 

Blowout results from the big U.S. banks may spur even more bond issuance from the financial sector, which is eyeing 
still-attractive borrowing costs that could get worse should rates keep rising. Benchmark 10-year Treasury yields reached 
the highest since mid-year this week. The bond deal comes as risk premiums in corporate debt remain low, increasing 
the appeal to issuers.

Morgan Stanley on Thursday took advantage of favorable sales conditions to price $5 billion of debt in a deal that 
performed well and priced at a level tighter than initially discussed.
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(Bloomberg) -- Bank of America Corp. is tapping the U.S. investment-grade bond market Friday with a self-led deal, 
joining Morgan Stanley in issuing new debt following a better-than-expected earnings report. 

The bank is selling 11-year fixed-to-floating-rate notes with initial price discussions in the area of 1.15 percentage points 
above Treasuries, according to a person familiar with the matter. The proceeds are earmarked for general corporate 
purposes. 

BofA on Thursday beat analysts’ estimates as fees climbed at the company’s dealmaking unit, boosted by a record-
breaking period for mergers and acquisitions. 

Blowout results from the big U.S. banks may spur even more bond issuance from the financial sector, which is eyeing 
still-attractive borrowing costs that could get worse should rates keep rising. Benchmark 10-year Treasury yields reached 
the highest since mid-year this week. The bond deal comes as risk premiums in corporate debt remain low, increasing 
the appeal to issuers.

Morgan Stanley on Thursday took advantage of favorable sales conditions to price $5 billion of debt in a deal that 
performed well and priced at a level tighter than initially discussed.

Red line = darkpool order flow. Slope down = selling. Notably, while the stock price has been going up slightly

Morgan Stanley:

I believe Morgan Stanley is in a world of hurt too



Morgan Stanley likely loaded up on Gamestop while the price is still "manageable" as a hedge for the shares they have to replace.

Morgan Stanley has purchased a large position in Gamestop. This is likely due to the fact it's a hell of a lot cheaper to 
purchase stock now rather than when they might be forced to buy it later.

I have been digging into whom might also be in a world of hurt more the better part of this year. For the longest time, I
thought Goldman Sachs might be in trouble for their Gamestop position. I'm still pretty confident that may be the case,
but for the purpose of this post, I want to focus on Morgan Stanley.

1) What are they buying?

Now before I go into clues that might point towards Morgan Stanley I ask the following question...

Q) What do you do when you owe a ton of Gamestop?

A) The answer is you buy a lot of Gamestop.
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4) Melvin Capital's Custodians

Below is documentation regarding whom are the custodians of Melvin Capital. Let me be clear JPM, and Bank One are 
also custodians but those carry a fraction of the assets under management. I theorize that a significant amount of 
Melvin's credit risk is with Goldman & Morgan Stanley.

3) Morgans Quarterly Report

In Morgan Stanley's latest 10-Q you can see that their securities sold with the agreement to repurchase have grown 
22.5% in 2021.

2) The spring bond sale

In April Morgan Stanley was one of the banks that sold a significant amount of bonds. 6 Billion to be exact. Link
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7) The junk pumpers keep on pumping

I thought I should also include these for fun. Part of me wants to create a ETF in the future that is the inverse of Cramer
& Motley Fool. At the very least its would be a better use of capital than the 4 streaming services I pay for and don't use.

I thought it might be useful to gather the Chair of the CFTC's schedule, but after several months of waiting on my FOIA
request, I don't believe they ever want that to be released. They also haven't updated their external meetings page since
April 16th.

6)) Swap swaps swa

I believe Morgan Stanley likely realized that their situation is fucked/are caught and probably should work with Gary. 
They have a meeting with Gary again 6 days later with all their big guns. You don't bring your legal & compliance heads 
unless you need to.

When we take a look at Gary's schedule we can assume that GS and MS are likely tied to each other in this situation.
These meetings are back to back with Gary likely asking each entity what the fuck is going on with your bank and do you
have a handle of what happened with Melvin.

5)) Gary's Schedu

For those who are interested in what's going on, it's worth looking at where Gary is looking. I suggest those who are
curious to take a look at the chair of the SEC's schedule. You can find it here. link
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Conclusion: I think I'm almost kicking a dead horse when it comes to BofA, but I think there is significant
evidence pointing to Morgan Stanley as a potential bagholder as well. If there is indeed the need for a
bailout/bail-in please be cautious with these entities. Again nothing I say is financial advice, and please do your
own due diligence.

-Cheers Gfountyyc out

Past work/Previous DD

The Complete Bank of America Gamestop DD

The Bank of America and Gamestop DD update. Swimming in Puts, ETFs, and the new NSFR rules

Bank of America Is Short GME And Is Positioned For A Potential Bankruptcy

Goldman Is A Swaps/Futures Counterparty; Theory Why We Didn't See Volume This Cycle

Popcorn stock Delayed Memestock Endgame With Their June Share Offering
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